
CHILDREN ARE VULNERABLE ROAD USERS

According to the Office of Road Safety, road trauma is 
the leading cause of death and the second most frequent 
cause of hospitalisation for children aged between 0 and 
14.

Children’s vulnerability as road users is centred on their 
cognitive and perceptual development which is not fully 
developed until young adulthood.

Children are vulnerable road users because they:

»  Are small and can not see over parked cars

»  Driver’s can not see them properly

»  Are energetic and have trouble stopping at corners

»  Have difficulty telling where sounds are coming from 
    and may expect traffic to come from the wrong 
    direction.

»  Have trouble judging the speed of cars reliably

»  Tend to focus on what is in front of them

»  May behave differently when they are out with other 
    children, forgetting about traffic

»  May freeze if they find themselves in the path of a car, 
    rather than jumping out of the way.
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WHAT YOU MAY NOT KNOW

From 1 January 2006, the owner of a licensed vehicle
(The person whose name appears on the vehicle licence) 
will be responsible for identifying who was in charge of 
their vehicle at any given time.

This responsibility is called ‘owner onus’. It places the onus 
(the responsibility) on the vehicle owner to identify who 
was driving their vehicle at the time of a traffic offence. 
Under the Road Traffic Act the licence holder is generally 
deemed to be the ‘Responsible Person’ for any vehicle.



What do the signs mean?
Understanding these guidelines is important. 
Infringement Notices may be applicable
for incorrect, unlawful or dangerous parking.

NO STOPPING SIGNS:

To “stop” in relation to a vehicle, means to stop the vehicle 
and permit it to remain stationary, except for the purpose 
of avoiding conflict with other traffic or of complying with 
the provisions of the law.

NO PARKING SIGNS:

»  To “park” means to permit a vehicle, whether attended 
    or not, to remain stationary, except for the purpose of:

»  Avoiding conflict with other traffic

»  Complying with the provisions of the law; or

»  Taking up or setting down persons or goods 
    (maximum of two minutes)

TIME RESTRICTED PARKING BAYS:

A sign may say 1P, 2P, ½P etc. These signs indicate that 
there is a time limit in which to use the bay and move on - 
the 1P indicates one hour, 2P two hours and so on.

IT IS UNLAWFUL TO:

»  Park/stop a vehicle in a bus stop

»  Park/stop a vehicle on a footpath

»  Park on land that is not a parking facility without the   
    property owner’s consent

»  Stop/park in an ACROD bay without a current ACROD 
    permit displayed

»  Leave a vehicle so as to obstruct a public place

»  Park vehicle denying access to and from private 
    driveway/right of way

It is legal for a child under the age of 10 to
ride a bicycle on a footpath. 

Children under the age of 10 must be supervised 
whilst walking or riding to or from School.

“KISS AND DRIVE” INITIATIVE:

Adopted by schools as a method to safely - kiss your child, 
say goodbye, allow them out of the vehicle and drive away 
as soon as possible.

The City of Rockingham is currently working closely with all 
schools to assist with promoting and effectively using the 
“Kiss and Drive” Initiative.

Contact your local school to find out if a “Kiss and Drive” 
Initiative is in place.

HOW YOU CAN HELP:

»  Stop on the school side so your child does not have to 
    cross the road

»  Abide by the parking signs surrounding your school

»  Walk or cycle to school where possible

»  Use the crosswalk services at all times

»  Teach your child the importance of road safety when 
    going to or from school

»  Lead by example


